Captives
Navigating the Tax Maze

Introduction
Classroom Spiel and Market Realities
On paper, captives purportedly take business away
from the conventional market and write insurance
across borders.
In practice, demand for capacity in the conventional
insurance market continues to grow unabated even
with unprecedented growth in the number & type of
captives and jurisdictions. Why?
The reality is that most captives do not have the
critical mass (in terms of capacity, risk appetite and
expertise) to ‘compete’ with the conventional
market and they generally thrive in cooperation
with the conventional markets. It also benefits the
conventional market to engage with the captive
insurance sector because, by and large, captives
‘improve’ businesses’ risks with more robust risk
management. By default, captive retentions
represent ‘skin in the game’ which, in turn, aligns
interests and drives better risk control. They are
also far less promiscuous as risk partners than the
largely broker-driven conventional international
insurance placements.

Some EU host-jurisdictions heavy-handedly push
for freedom of establishment when faced with
applications from other EU jurisdictions under
Freedom of Services directive. Fiscally, and from a
supervision perspective, it gives the host country
greater control of business being written in its
territory and it purportedly improves consumer
protection within the host territory. However, (a.) it
goes against the spirit of Freedom of Services, (b.)
creates a higher cost burden for companies and (c.)
is not wholly applicable to captives (or PORCs)
since the business is driven and/or is being written
for the benefit of the ultimate beneficiary owner/s.

Another ‘barrier’ is in application of consumer
protection funds or pools and or other parafiscal
charges applicable to premiums. Who should be
contributing to them and how much? Sometimes the
amounts due or mode of payment (i.e. pre-funded
parafiscal charges in certain territories and on
certain classes of business) make it economically
prohibitive for a captive to extend its program to a
particular country.
The most basic (and common) barrier for captive
Another challenge for most captives of international participation is that it would not have the necessary
insurance programs when compared to conventional local expertise in each of the markets where its
ultimate beneficiary owners’ risks are located.
international insurers is the ability to write across
borders. Some industry commentators would
contend that the EU has done away with most of the These are some of the ‘sleeping policemen’ that
dictate a higher level of cooperation between
barriers relative to cross-border insurance delivery
at least across EU/EEA states. Whilst in theory this captives and the conventional international
is true, in practice some EU states continue to erect insurance market.
“speed-bumps” or “sleeping policemen# that hinder
the extent of market entry.

Sleeping Policemen
Writing Across Borders in the EU
Differences in the interpretation of EU directives
concerning the conduct of insurance is one of the
main nuisances (for example Freedom of Services
vs Freedom of Establishment).

Tax

Highest Hurdles
Since it might be technically incorrect to talk of
barriers to entry within the EU, let us instead call
them hurdles. If implementing an EU-wide
insurance program is a steeplechase, then the
hurdles vary in size …
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the higher ones posed by the differences in the
application of tax on insurance premiums in the
various jurisdictions. While tax should not be the
determining factor whether captives should
participate in a particular jurisdiction or not,
capacity and program design would be influenced by
tax considerations. Some jurisdictions attract higher
insurance premium tax (such as the United Kingdom
(12% - 20%), Germany (19%), Netherlands (21%)
and Finland (24%)). Other have complex insurance
fiscal and parafiscal systems (such as France at
between 7% - 30% or Italy at between 0.5% and
21.25%).
Let us consider the following simple example: A
European company has a property insurance
premium bill of € 20 million in conventional
insurance property policies on its sites in Germany
and France (€ 10 million), United Kingdom (€ 5
million), and various other EU locations ((€ 5
million). If the risks were to be insured
conventionally then, overall, they might attract up to
around € 5 million in IPTs and or other parafiscal
charges. A captive solution (reliant on the
international reinsurance market) marrying lower/
differing priorities with overlying aggregate (lossratio based) XoL reinsurance feeding the
conventional retrocession market can arguably shift
or reduce the fiscal and/or parafiscal liabilities
enough to justify capitalising a captive insurance
company in a Solvency II jurisdiction with only the
first year of tax savings!.
But to do that one needs to have more than just a tax
compliance calculator in hand. To navigate this tax
labyrinth, one requires the combined insurance and
tax compliance acumen and mindset.

“Give unto Caesar ....”
I am a strong advocate of utilising captives as a “risk
ownership and a management” tool and have been
known to be critical of ultimate beneficiary owners
whose primary focus is fiscal arbitrage. I have in
fact, in the past, labelled such strategies as myopic
and short-lived because of the dynamic nature of
fiscal legislation.
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I continue to stand by this. We may view taxes as
evil, but my view would continue to be that they are
a necessary evil which is outweighed by the benefit
they then provide in terms of the common good.
However, if some fiscal advantage accrues adjunct
to other core benefits of a captive insurance solution
then ultimate beneficiary owners would be well
justified in reaping it, especially if it serves to build
capacity and a more resilient risk-carrying captive.
The ice-berg effect suggests that this would also
ultimately be to the economic benefit of the host
territories and not just the ultimate beneficiary
owners.
To reap these benefits, one needs to have access to
the necessary tools to measure the financial and
fiscal impacts of different premium scenarios in the
respective jurisdictions.

TMF Group’s Tax Calculator
There are various firms that provide international
fiscal advice and/or localised treatment for insurance
entities including captives. Besides the big 4
accounting firms, SOVOS (formerly Fiscal Reps)
and TMF Group come to mind. I am sure there are
also others operating within this niche.
The bigger fiscal players have carved out a niche
specifically by building and maintaining a global
data-base of fiscal and para-fiscal charges. This is
not a simple task bearing in mind that tax or other
parafiscal charges vary per country (or regionally
within certain countries) and per class of business.
Additionally, the method and timing of filing and
payment may vary (e.g. tied to the insurance period,
or upon receipt of premium or even subject to prepayments). All of this makes forecasting and
modelling more challenging for insurance
companies, intermediaries or captives without the
proper tools to provide accurate, detailed and current
information in this respect.
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TMF Group has developed an easy-to-use global
insurance tax rate database and calculator which is
available to its clients. Captive stakeholders
modelling multi-national programmes can forecast
tax liabilities on an array of insurance program
scenarios when planning, say, their 3-year strategy
and roadmap. Continuous updating of the tool
guarantees stakeholders have access to the latest
information at all times. This makes it a powerful
tool for the risk management community.

Conclusion
One of the most famous quotes close to my heart is
Henry Ford’s, “If I had asked people what they
wanted, they would have said faster horses.” Instead,
he created cars.
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However, there are two caveats to this great adage:
Cars are only as good (or safe) as their drivers. They
are also unsafe if used for a purpose for which they
are not fit. This applies not only to cars but to all
tools. The proverb says, “a bad workman blames his
tools.” Some tools are useless (or dangerous) in the
hands of people who either do not know how to
properly use them or do not know what they can
achieve with them. They can, in fact, achieve the
opposite by creating a “Jumanji” of regulatory
challenges that an insurance company can ill-afford
to encounter.
In the discipline of risk management, neither
insurance nor tax are the problems. The problem is
risk. And that is what we seek to better manage
through the use of a captives. Tax charges are also
part of the landscape of risk, adjunct to the insurance
solution a captive offers. In turn, tax liabilities need
to be well managed to ensure that the captive
generates maximum value to its shareholder. Access
to such a tax modelling tool not only helps unravel
the tax maze and avoid fiscal non-compliance but
also turns risk into opportunity.
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